Election officials’ mandate often includes containing election costs, but most importantly, managing
administrative time/effort, and providing overall management for an election. These requirements are among
the key objectives and benefits available through the implementation of Intelivote's eVoting solution.
Project management coupled with established processes and procedures is delivered by a team of information
systems professionals and electronic elections experts, providing clients with the best in-class solution.
Intelivote’s consulting services assist election officials in all aspects of the election cycle.

Election Cycle

PRE-ELECTION
Intelivote’s team of election
experts assist electoral
administrators in the planning
and configuration of eVoting
elections including Elector List
management, legislative
compliance, and voting
communication development.
Providing training and
education to election
personnel on all aspects of
Internet and telephone
voting ensures a successful
voter experience, and is
included in Intelivote’s base
services.
Intelivote delivers expert
guidance on Kiosk-based
voting assistance locations
and paper voting integration
with the eVoting experience.

ELECTION PERIOD
The eVoting period
encompasses eVoting activity
via Internet and telephone,
candidate campaigning using
the Intelivote Candidate
Module, and voter
communication management
provided by trained HelpLine
agents, all facilitated by a
suite of Intelivote modules.

POST -ELECTION
Following the eVoting period,
electronic voting results are
available within minutes.
Election results are official
and verified by 3rd party
auditors using the integrated
Auditor Module.

Voters can participate
remotely or by using a Kiosk
at a local voter assistance
location.

Intelivote permits access to
the library of modules for an
extended period of time
following the election to
allow for Elector List
finalization and final report
access.

Intelivote performs
continuous monitoring of
election progression, and
election official modules
provide on-demand reports
available with real-time
information.

Election data is also
translated into
comprehensive election
statistics by the Intelivote
team to demonstrate various
trends from the election
activity.

Increasing voter
participation through
multiple channel voting
methods, and through
interactive information
sessions and voter education
on Internet and
Telephone voting.

Accessibility
Offering disabled persons
the option to vote from any
location and allowing the use
of more than one method,
translates through to an
increase in the opportunity
for disabled persons to vote
without any assistance. This
offers all voters the same
level of independence and
privacy.

Project Management
Intelivote’s consulting services delivered through the
preparation and planning phases of the election cycle
aid in ensuring the successful delivery of the eVoting
experience to voters and admin alike.
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Election Support

Although election officials are provided with all of the necessary tools and services to
monitor election activity, Intelivote also provides election support and supervision
throughout the eVoting period.

Results
Results are available upon completion of the election through Intelivote’s Chief Electoral
Officer (CEO) module provided to authorized election personnel; controlled through preissued credentials and invoked using secure digital certificates. Post-election results are
accessible once the election period has officially ended and finalized following the
direction of the election officials.

Intelivote Systems Inc.
has delivered hundreds of
electronic eVoting elections for
many organizations such as

Security

municipal governments,

Intelivote delivers highspeed high-bandwidth data
capability, and scalable IVR
(telephone) port availability,
further demonstrating the
commitment to ensuring an
election with maximum
performance,
communications path
diversity, application
redundancy and high
survivability.

provincial and Federal
government agencies,
aboriginal associations,
political parties, and
international unions.
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